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These Tools Work.
Just ask our customers

Best Layout Tool! (Quick-E-Laser Rod)
“I bought one and first kept it in my truck for consultations with clients. It made documenting existing site grades extremely easy, eliminating the manual calculations of grade differences. I soon had it on the jobsite, and loved it. I now have a second one, and we're using both
on the current jobsite that has 10 different elevations for various features. I can't recommend it highly enough!”
– Jeremy Martin, Willow Gates Landscaping, Pennsylvania

Awesome (Quick-E-Block Clamp)
“Paid for itself in the first job! It saves time, money and pain!”
-Ted Grimm, Grimm Gardens, Kansas

Back Saver & Labor Cost Saver (Quick-E-Single Block)
“The single block clamp we purchased from you works very well. Definitely a back saver and a labor cost saver. We normally use 6 men
setting our 86lb block. After receiving your product we set the next wall with 3 men. More than paid for the clamp. Thanks”
– Christine McCraw, Big Bear Construction, Georgia

Safer than Straps (Quick-E-Large Block Clamp)
“I love the new Large Block Clamp. It is much safer than the straps we have been using. I look forward to posting a video of me using it.”
– Bill Gardocki, Interstate Landscape, New Hampshire

Quick-E-Screeder Package
“Couldn't live with out it!! A must get tool. The handle broke this week on a job. ( from years of reg harsh wear and tear ) So I just ordered
not one but two more handles so we have a back up just incase. That's how important this tool is to our company. Also the people at pave
tool are very nice and easy to deal with which goes a long way in my book.,”
-Robert Phillips, Phillips Contracting Inc., Pennsylvania

Great Little Tool! (Quick-E-Single Clamp)
“We have used this on every wall built since purchasing it, and wouldn't build one without it anymore. It makes life so much easier for everyone on the crew and helps get the walls built faster. If your looking for something to save your back and improve efficiency I would definitely recommend this block clamp.”
– Grante Carnes, Prairie landscape and Tree Service, Minnesota

Tools to Make Life Easier (Quick-E-Slab)
“I purchased 2 Quick E Slab grabbers with some other items as well. Love any tool that can save time and put more money in the pocket.
Phil Bahler has come up with great tools to use and has taken all thoughts from others into consideration. I will continue to purchase tools
from him.”
-Paul Eilerman, Winterberry Landscape, Connecticut

Must Have (Quick-E-Paver Pad)
“Must have for setting pavers. Very durable, been using for about 3 or 4 years now with very little wear! Have on our reversible and can
even go backwards with it! Fit perfect on our packer.”
-Doug Larkin, Larkin Tree Care & Landscaping Inc., Minnesota

www.PaveTool.com
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860-870-8665

Work Smart. Not Hard.
Save Time
Many of our tools are
specifically designed to speed up
production, complete jobs faster
with quality, and ultimately
create a happy customer.

Increase Profits
Increase profits by completing
the job efficiently and
decreasing potential repair
work. Reduce fatigue and costly
workers’ compensation claims.

Satisfy Employees
Reduce daily physical strain and
make their jobs easier. Give
them quality, dependable tools
that last.
Company: Pleasant Hill Property
Norway, ME
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Block Clamps Series

Quick-E-Tools

Quick-E-BL 1800






Quick-E-Large Slab
Safe efficient way to set various
sized blocks, step treads and
curbing
Fully Adjustable
Self-locking latch
Clamp adjusts from 5” - 53.5”
Holds up to 1,800lbs.

Quick-E-BL 980





Pick up multiple sized slabs



Can be used with the Quick-E-Ergo
Assist or with an excavator





Self-locking latch
Built-in height adjuster to
accommodate different slab heights

Helps alleviate back and hand strain
Adjusts easily from 17” - 43"
Holds up to 480lbs.

Quick-E-Slab










Move multiple blocks quickly & easily
Move step treads with minimal effort



Adjusts quickly & easily
Major labor savings





2 Unique inserts available to
accommodate different block types
(sold separately)

Pick up multiple sized slabs with a less
than 2 sec. adjustment time
Can be used by hand, with the Quick-E
-Ergo Assist or with an excavator
Helps alleviate back and hand strain
Adjusts easily from 10” - 24"
Hold up to 200lbs.

Clamp adjusts from 0” - 38”
Holds up to 980lbs.

Quick-E-Ergo Assist

Quick-E-BL 450








Move multiple blocks quickly & easily
Move step treads with minimal effort
Adjusts quickly & easily





No Machine!
Helps ease the grueling task of installing heavy blocks and slabs
Quickly attaches to:
Quick-E-Slab, Quick-E-Large Slab & Quick-E-BL 180

Major labor savings
Wedge insert available for picking
tapered block straight (sold
separately)
Clamp adjusts from 31” - 51”
Holds up to 450lbs.

Quick-E-Lifters

Quick-E-BL 180



Quickly adjustable from 7” to 18”






Prochoice for setting larger wall block
units
Can be used by hand, with the Ergo
Assist, or with an excavator
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Slab/Paver Clamps

Holds up to 180lbs.




*Prices are subject to change without notice. Confirm latest pricing on website.

Best way to physically carry pavers
from the pallets to the installer
Quick adjustment for carrying
various amounts of pavers
Tremendous back and hand saver
Reduces workman’s comp claims

Work Smart. Not Hard.
Quick-E-Laser Rod

Quick-E-Aqua Packer



Reduce costly call backs due to settling




Compact hard to get areas

Infuse water into soils to eliminate
void spaces
Easy to use

Examples: bulk heads, new pools, or newly
dug trenches.

Quick-E-Gauge





Telescopic internal foot to allow
contractors to set any given point on a
job site to 0”.
Simplifies your math on the job site
Quick & Easy to adjust
Able to go up to 66”.

Quick-E-Levels 6’ & 8’





Set the height of your base and sand
up against a fixed edge
Reduces the need for skilled grading
labor by using a tool and system
Easily adjustable
Top tab made for a magnetic torpedo
level

The ultimate base grading tool. Must have
on your basing crew.












Level can be manually recalibrated




Welded end caps, kerfed edges.





Light-weight, durable extruded
aluminum alloy.
Easy to clean and will hold a true edge
indefinitely.
Actual size: 1” x 3”
Includes accurate level insert.
8’ Level has hand holds.

Quick-E-Paver Pad

Quick-E-Grade Rake
36" wide
Made of light-weight, durable
extruded aluminum alloy
Easy to clean
Powder coated handle
One serrated edge




Our unique recipe of polyurethane





Durable long lasting

Quick mounting pad to protect pavers
from being scuffed by the steel plate
compactor
We guarantee for 5 years
Dimensions are 19” x 24”

One smooth edge

Quick-E-Hammer
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Quick-E-Paver Popper




Install spikes or rebar into edging




Increase company moral

Alleviates tennis elbow, carpal tunnel,
and fatigue
hammer drill that must be (not spline)
“SDS MAX”. (Hammer drill not
included)




Extracts pavers



Adjusts from 4" -24" rapidly and
effortlessly.




*Prices are subject to change without notice. Confirm latest pricing on website.

Allows one hand to be free to tap
surrounding pavers. Initiating the
breaking of the interlock bond

Includes 1 extra set of teeth.
Note: polymeric sands work best if hot
water is applied to the sand to break
down the polymers for easier removal

See Videos Online
Quick-E-Tracer

Quick-E-Sand Plow






Helps prevent edge restraint failure



Pull the sand away from the paver
edge to create a perfect setting bed
for edging



Adjust quickly for multiple depth
pavers



Alleviates knee, back, and hand strain

Transcribe (copy) one side of a
serpentine (curved) walk to the other
side effortlessly
Mark radiuses by dropping the open
circle over an offset pin or center pin
Will accommodate most markers/
pencils




Calibrated for depths from 2-3/4" to 6"

Extends up to 8’ 6”
Interchangeable handle not included

Quick-E-Track Cleaner

Quick-E-Scribes



Get into all the “hard to get places”
while cleaning the undercarriage &
buckets on your machines



Open ended shovel with a tight
pointed end



Quick-E-Screeder Package





$321.95 Quick-E-Tumbler


Efficient way to screed 1” setting bed
standing up

Quickest way to age, process, or
tumble your products



Three interchangeable screed blades
3', 4 1/2', or 6'
Bent in such a way to initiate down
pressure and strength

Same technology as being used in
most paver & wall manufacturing
facilities



Attach to a 1/2” drill (drill not
included)

Has a rolled back edge to easily fill
screed rail voids

—Customer Feedback—

Quick-E-Wall Screed

What a Timesaver! (Quick-E-Wall Screed)
“We purchased a screed system and it has proven to be such a time
saver for us! Our employees find it very convenient and easy to use. I
definitely recommend investing in the Pave Tool systems. Great job in
making these products available!”
-Ben Stoltzfus, BLS Landscape & Lawn care, Pennsylvania
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Great for getting off caked on mud

*Prices are subject to change without notice. Confirm latest pricing on website.






The industry’s fastest way to install
wall base with minimal effort
No comparison to the accuracy and
ease of installation
Eliminates carpal tunnel & tennis
elbow that could be attributed to old
install procedures
Set 15 linear ft. of wall base at a time

Box Kit—Save 10%
Quick-E-Box Kit




Great way to try out many Pave Tool products
Keeps tools organized
Price reflects 10% off on all tools included

Includes:
1 Quick-E-Screeder Package
1 Quick-E-Sand Plow
1 Quick-E-Tracer
1 Quick-E-Wall Screed
2 Quick-E-Lifters

1 Quick-E-Hammer
1 Quick-E-Gauge
1 Quick-E-Scribes
1 Interchangeable Handle
1 Quick-E-Box

“I've seen Pave Tool at many trade shows and always was interested in purchasing. About two years ago I finally purchased the box kit. This
was one of the best investments I made. Not only do the tools save time and labor, they are very user friendly. You can tell they are invented
by guys who actually work in the field. Thank you Pave Tool!”
-Rob Uguccioni, Destination Landscape Inc., Pennsylvania

—Accessories—
Interchangeable Handle





Red Lead Pencils

Light weight
Extendable handle
Uses a simple pull pin





12pk / 24pk



Beautiful accent for any fire pit or grill
surround.

Medium to hard lead
Great for writing on wet surfaces

Quickly connects to: Quick-E-Sand
Plow, Quick-E-Screeder Package and
the Quick-E-Tracer.

Quick-E-Wedge

Quick-E-Vents


Wedge—Keeps tapered blocks
straight
Wedge also fits the Quick-E-BL 450



9.75” x 2.9”

$41.95

11” x 3.5”

$45.95

(7sq. Inches of air flow)

Quick-E-I Spacer

(11sq. Inches of air flow)

NEW Size:

7.9” x 3.9”

(11sq. Inches of air flow)

$365.95

Quick-E-Box
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$46.95

Quick-E-Head

Keep organized
Individual compartments

*Prices are subject to change without notice. Confirm latest pricing on website.

Used in conjunction with the Quick-EScreeder package. It allows you to attach
the Interchangeable Handle to the Quick-EScreeder blades.

Mallets
Soft Touch Mallet

Mallet Sim80





4 lb. Rawhide Mallet




Great for natural stone products

Wooden handle
Soft rawhide heads to prevent
chipping or marking up products
Replacement heads available







Wall guys love them!




One white, nylon head (hard).

6.5 lb. mallet
Cast iron housing
Wooden handle
One black, composite rubber head
(medium hard)
Handle and heads are replaceable

Mallet Craft60






4 lb. dead blow mallet
Cast iron housing
Wooden handle.
Two white, nylon heads (hard).
Handle and heads are replaceable

Mallet Sim81





Cast iron housing



One white, super plastic head (medium
hard).



Mallet Sim60


Paver guys love them!



3.5 lb. mallet



Cast iron housing



wooden handle



One black, composite rubber head
(medium hard)



One red, plastic head (hard).



Handle and heads are replaceable

Mallet Head—Red 60mm
Replacement head for the Mallet Sim60. Red, Plastic. Hard.

Mallet Head—Black 60mm
Replacement head for the Mallet Sim60. Black, Composite
Rubber. Medium hard.
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7.5 lb. sledge hammer
Long wooden handle.
One black, composite rubber head
(medium hard)

Handle and heads are replaceable

Mallet Head—White 80&81 mm
Replacement head for the Mallet Sim80 and Sledge81.
White, Super plastic. Medium hard.

Mallet Head—Black 80&81mm
Replacement head for the Mallet Sim80 and Sledge81.
Black, Composite Rubber. Medium hard.

Mallet Head—Dead Blow
Replacement head for the Supercraft 60 dead blow hammer.

Replacement Handles
Replacement handles are available on our website. Price
varies depending on handle type.

*Prices are subject to change without notice. Confirm latest pricing on website.

No Dust. No Water. No Problem
iQPC912sk

iQ360x


1st 14” masonry saw with fullyintegrated dust collection on a singular
power source



Cut stone, brick, paver and tile inside
or outside



Maintain a safe, dust-free work
environment



Collects up to 99.5% of the dust









12” gas powered cut-off saw
Fully integrated dust collection system
100% dry cutting
Cut brick, pavers, SMU, stone & tile
DCS captures up to 90% of the dust
Quick & easy disposal
All the benefits of a conventional cut-off saw

iQPC912v

iQ Smart Cart


Heavy duty cart for quick
& easy mobility




ASTM A 500 grade steel
Accessory for iQ360x

iQ Rolling Table










93cc, 6-HP, 2 –stoke engine (EPA 3 certified
iQ Quick-Spin™ Filtration
Dust containment chamber with easy dust disposal
Balanced, Ergonomic design
Made of tough high-impact materials
12” Premium diamond blade included
Designed and built in the USA

Heavy duty rolling guided table for
smooth precision cutting



Accessory for iQ360x

iQ Ultimate Silent 14” Core
Masonry Blade  Superfast cutting




iQ Ultimate Silver 12”
Segmented Blade
Optimized to work with the iQPC912v &
iQPC912sk

Great blade lift
50% quieter than standard blades
Works with the iQ360x & iQ1000

iQ Ultimate Orange 14” Paver
Blade

iQ Ultimate Platinum 12”
Segmented Blade

iQ Ultimate White 14” General
Purpose

Replacement Filters

Made with “Speedcore Technology” and
optimized to work with the iQ360x

The 14” version has optimized design to
work with the iQ360x maximum
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Optimized to work with the iQPC912v &
iQPC912sk




iQ 360x: Replace filter at least once a year
iQPC 912: Replace filter every 90 days

*Prices are subject to change without notice. Confirm latest pricing on website.

Pricing available online

Pricing available online

Pricing available online
Pricing available online

Pricing available online

Pricing available online

Pricing available online

Pricing available online
—Customer Feedback—

WeberMT VPR 700
“So far our crews like this compactor for seating pavers and slabs
way more then the conventional compaction plate with paver saver
mat. They have more control over machine and the speed it travels.
Really keeps paver heights consistent to one another.”
-Brian Headley, Indigenous Inc., Nebraska
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Pricing available online

Pricing available online

Pricing available online

Pricing available online
Pricing available online

Pricing available online

310 lb. machine

Pricing available online

Pricing available online

Pricing available online
Pricing available online
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Quick-E-Mounted Head Rack
Stay Organized—Be professional

Easy Mounting
 Will fit most trucks
Everything stays secure when the dump body is up
 Can be mounted in a job trailer
 84”L x 25” W x 22” H




Tools Included:

Quick-E-6’ & 8’ Levels
Quick-E-BL 180
Quick-E-Gauge
Quick-E-Grade Rake
Quick-E-Hammer
Quick-E-Lifters
Quick-E-Paver Popper
Quick-E-Sand Plow

Quick-E-Screeder Package
Quick-E-Scribe
Sim 60 Mallet
Sim 80 Mallet
Quick-E-Slab
Quick-E-Track Cleaner
Quick-E-Tumbler
Quick-E-Wall Screed

Our mission is to provide contractors with unique innovative tools and systems to safely assist
companies with advanced cutting edge technology to increase profitability.
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